The Military Administration in France (German: Militärverwaltung in Frankreich; French: Occupation de la France par l'Allemagne) was an interim occupation authority established by Nazi Germany during World War II to administer the occupied zone in areas of northern and western France. This so-called zone occupée was renamed zone nord ("north zone") in November 1942, when the previously Rape during the occupation of Germany Wikipedia Soviet troops Historians have written about sexual violence committed by the armies of the Western Allies and the Red Army as these forces fought their way into the Third Reich and during the period of occupation On the territory of Nazi Germany it began on 21 October 1944 when troops of the Red Army crossed the bridge over the Angerapp creek marking the border and committed the Resistenza francese Wikipedia Origini Il 18 giugno 1940 Charles de Gaulle si rivolse via radio da Londra al popolo francese e incitò i francesi a continuare la lotta contro i tedeschi Questo messaggio fu ben recepito nel nord della Francia meno nel sud del Paese Così come erano variegati gli elementi dello Stato di Vichy anche la Resistenza in realtà comprendeva numerose formazioni diverse per motivazioni e scopi Daniel Kahneman Biographical NobelPrize org The Sveriges Riksbank Prize in Economic Sciences in Memory of Alfred Nobel 2002 was divided equally between Daniel Kahneman for having integrated insights from psychological research into economic science especially concerning human judgment and decision making under uncertainty and Vernon L Smith for having established laboratory experiments as a tool in empirical economic analysis
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